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Affixes in english exercises pdf

Prefixes and adjectives are very important in English. These are sets of letters that are often placed at the beginning of a word (prefix) or at the end of a word (suffix) to change its meaning. Click here for step-by-step rules, stories and exercises to practice all English Tenses That's why we often see words that look like, but have different
principles or endings, and have similar meanings. Learning the most common prefixes and adjectives will help you learn many new vocabularies. Review the examples and tables in this article and practice with these worksheet prefixes and prefixes. You will start to feel comfortable with them very quickly! Prefixes and adjectives are two
kinds of patches. Review them before continuing with these worksheets. First, let's end some of the most common prefixes and adjectives and how they are used. A prefix is a set of letters that is added to the beginning of a word to change its meaning. Each prefix has a general meaning, so you will be able to understand what a word with
a prefix means more easily. Let's look at an example. Friendly friend The first man seems very friendly! I think it would be nice to spend time with him. The second man looks hostile. I don't think it would be much fun to spend time with him! We can see in the second sentence that we added the prefix un- to the word friendly. This prefix un-
means no or the opposite of it. Here are more examples with the prefix un-: happy ----&gt; unhappy finish ----&gt; unfinished believable ----&gt; incredible acceptable ----&gt; unacceptable These words are all adjectives. We can also use the prefix un-with verbs. Look at these examples: ----&gt; undo the plug ----&gt; unplug When you see a
word that begins with the prefix un-, you can know its meaning by looking at the root of the word (the part that is not the prefix or suffix). It could be a word you already know! But, be careful! Make sure you see the entire prefix before you decide the meaning of the word. Look at the word below: Let's try to find the prefix. Is it non-
developed? No, that doesn't sound right! We know the word growth, which means growing up or becoming more advanced. That's the root of our speech! So the prefix must be down, which means down, down, down or not enough. The word underdeveloped means not quite developed The following table has a few common prefixes, their
meaning and an example word. Prefix Meaning Example word dis-not, opposite disagree in-, im-not incorrect, impossible mis-mis-misunderstood again (do again) un- do not care down- down, down, down, not enough submarine A suffix is a set of letters added at the beginning of a word to its meaning. Each adjective has a general
meaning, so you will be able to understand what a word with a adjective means more easily. Let's look at an example. This teddy bear is so cute and. And. We can see in the second sentence that we have added the adjective -capable to the word love. This adjective means capable or capable of being. So the word lovable means that
something is able to be loved, or makes you feel love for it. Here are more examples with the adjective -capable or -ible (depending on the root word): show ----&gt; responsible comfort ----&gt; comfortable kit ----&gt; reliable reach ----&gt; accessible -capable is an example of an adjective adjective. Every time you see a word end in -
capable, it's an adjective. Some epithes are nouns. They always make nouns. For example, -ment speaks of an action or a process: enjoy ----&gt; treat enjoyment ----&gt; treatment govern ----&gt; government Remember the word underdeveloped that we are looking at a while ago? The root of this word is growth. The root is the same, but
we have used the epithema noun, so this is the process or action of development. The following table has a few common adjectives, their meaning and an example word. Adjective Meaning Example word-in place, -ible able to be terrible -ful full of beautiful -less have not, without toothless And here are some noun adjectives, their
meaning, and an example word. Adjective Meaning Example of word -dom position or state of freedom -er a person who does worker-ment action or payment process -ness state of happiness Now that we have learned some common prefixes and adjectives, it's time to practice! Complete the sentences by writing the correct prefix in the
space. You can use a dictionary to help you. dis- -in mis-re-un- under- 1. I can't believe it! The story is _____believable! 2. No, that answer is _____correct. It's a mistake. 3. Let us review this information again. We need to _____view before the test. 4. I saw Allison just a while ago, but now I can't find her! Looks like he'_____appeared! 5.
Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't hear you right. I'm _____understood. 6. The metro does not go over the earth like a normal train. Moves _____ground.Complete the words that describe the following images. Use the epithes from the list.-able -ful -less1. The first woman is very tired. He wants to rest! The second woman can't stand still. He always
wants to move! It's rest_____. 2. The first dog is not cute. He's a little scary! The second dog is very cute! It'ador_____! 3. Jason writes a lot of lists, so he always remembers what he has to do. He never forgets! But Melanie doesn't remember anything! It's forget_____! Complete the sentences that describe the images using the correct
adjective. You can use a dictionary to help you.1. I teach science at a big university. I'teach_____ a physics teacher.2. Sir Alan is the best. King Richard. He's brave and strong. He's the most important knight in king_____'s life!3. Enrieta is my best friend. She's wonderful! The best thing about her is kind_____ her. She's always so good
with people!4. Kids always have fun together. They never disagree or A argu_____. 1. I just can't believe it! The story is incredible! 2. No, that answer is incorrect. It's a mistake. 3. Let us review this information again. We need to see it again before the test. 4. I saw Allison just a while ago, but now I can't find her! Looks like he's gone! 5.
Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't hear you right. I misunderstood you. 6. The metro does not go over the earth like a normal train. It's moving underground.1. The first woman is very tired. He wants to rest! The second woman can't stand still. He always wants to move! He's resting.2 The first dog isn't cute. He's a little scary! The second dog is very
cute! He's lovely!3. Jason writes a lot of lists, so he always remembers what to do. He never forgets! But Melanie doesn't remember anything! He's very forgetful!1. I teach science at a big university. I'm a physics professor. 2. Sir Alan is the best knight of King Richard. He's brave and strong. He is the most important knight in the entire
King of Richard3. Enrieta is my best friend. She's wonderful! The best thing about her is her kindness. She's always so good with people!4. Kids always have fun together. They never disagree or have an argument. Please share this page with others: EXAMPLES *dark (adjective) + ness = dark (noun) *power (noun) + en = reinforcement
(verb) *likely (adjective) + (l)y = probably (adverb) *glory (noun) + ous = glorious (adjective) Work: Connect the verbs with their correct adjective to form NOUNS and write them. Follow the example and be careful with spelling. 3. PROBLEMS AND ATTACHMENTS Writing Arguments Essays Articles Letters and Emails More Links
Practical Community ESL Resources Prefixes and Adjectives B1-B220-30 Minute Groups: 3-4 Table Game - 23 Squares with Half Minute Topics. Students make adjectives out of pretuches and discuss topics. 'A job where you have to be (imagine)'. Epithes: -capable -ili -ful - less -ic - ical -ive B1-B2 Responses to adjectives board game.
B1-B224 cards gapped for common prefixes: anti, over, no, pre, post, self, down It could be used for a snakes and ladders gameB1-B2Twenty-five cards - 11 prefixes, 14 word strains. (1) Play snap. (2) Blank fill and oral follow-up B1-B22 Two eight word completion quiz questions. These can be done in groups (A and B) and then the
groups challenge each otherB1-B28Sixteen half-minute topics that provide practice using adjectives formed with prefixes: incompetent, Unreadable, irreplaceable, impatient, irresistible, indecisive, illiterate, irrational, irresponsible, unlikely, illegal, irrelevant, immature, indifferent, unpretentious, unremausB1-B245minutes +groups: 2+Total
worksheets practice with common prefixes and adjectives. Prefixes: un-mis-dis-re-pre-post- under-over-Patches: -ion -less -ment -ful -ness -ist -ical -er -ous -cy -ance/ence -(i)ty -ate -al -ive (Nine pages) Tasks include matching, vacuum-filling and speakingB1-B2Students detect incorrect prefix/stem or stem combinations - prefix +
adjective + noun (Goes with the new insideout senior intermediary, page 73) Essential quizFourteen suffixes-question exercise. Students fill in the noun adjective from the sentences with spaces. e.g. The develop____ of mobile networks in poor countries... Essential and adjective quiz adjectivesFifteen-question short quiz answer. Form
the appropriate noun or adjective by adding the adjective. Example: The company has over 1,000 ______________ . (employment) Fill in the missing word in the correct form of the word in parentheses: e.g. Knowledge is easier to get than ____________ . (wise) Crossword prefixes 01Fifteen-themed crossword, all examples made with
common prefixes - re, multi, dis etc (Includes the following more complex examples: absurd, illegible, irreplaceable, multilingual)Material from other sources BBC quiz prefixes Three ten-question multi-choice quizzes in ascending order of difficulty. Note: this BBC website is aimed at new native speakers (note the emphasis on spelling).
However, this element would be useful for non-indigenous students. Global Upper Intermediate Students Book Unit 2 Right &amp; Wrong Page 22 Prefix mis Inside Out Student Book Upper Intermediate Unit 8 Escape Page 75 adjective building (1) Compound adjectives with well- or -conscious (Uses examples from reading Each
postcard tells a story, page 74.) (2) Adjectives with prefixes: un in ir im il + adjectives less ful ish (Matching exercises) (3) Gapped text with root adjective triggers. New student book of Cutting Edge Upper IntermediateModule 2 Life's ups and downs Pages 20 - 21 Forming nouns and gerunds (20) Noun - verb pairs: research and researh
etc. (20) Passage with mulitple selection words: noun /verb/adjective, etc., (21) Word completion Section 2 Life ups and downs Page 27 Practice End-of-unit additional practice section Section 2 Page life 22 Forming adjectives Common adjectival endings: ive, ic, able etc Section 2 Life ups and downs Page 23 prefixes Common prefixes:
above, down, pre, post, etc New Inside Out Student Book Upper IntermediateUnit 4 Challenge Pages 36 - 37 Ben Saunders: Polar Explorer Reading for the Newest Person to Ski Solo at the North Pole + vocab work focusing on prefixes and adjectives Simple Advanced Student's Book1D The Quarterlife Crisis Pages 12 - 13 Noun
Patches Play Games with English Book Two Contrast Quiz Page 30 Page 30 dis ... Un... Im... In... Ss form opposite 12 adjectives (with image animations) by adding these prefixes. Reward Upper-Intermediate Resource Package9 - 12b Impossible? Pages 9 - 12Domines game with prefixes. Prefixes.
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